
Solving the problem of reaching, lifting, or holding drinks
Hang it, hook it, or clip it... almost anywhere

The Hydrant

• Low cost hands-free personal drinking system

• Simply clips onto beds, wheelchairs and chairs

• Fluids instantly accessible at all times

• Helps prevent dehydration

• Makes fluid monitoring simple

• Easy to use and easy to clean, dishwasher safe

• 1Litre system £13.99 / 750ml system £12.99

Lack of easy, independent access to fluids is a major cause of dehydration 
and its associated problems. The Hydrant is the solution to these issues.

Nursing Times Award for Dignity & Daily Living

Freephone 0800 292 2382

info@hydrateforhealth.co.uk

www.hydrateforhealth.co.uk

Also available from:
NHS Supply Chain (UMT004), Bunzl (JAH4H-003), 
Nottingham Rehab Supplies, Patterson Medical, 
Able2, Boots, Asda, The National Childbirth Trust 
OTS and many other daily living aid suppliers.



“The Hydrant is by far the best aid we have bought for Jan. It gives her loads of 

independence and it’s not too expensive like many other aids on the market. Hydrate 

for Health also has a very friendly and helpful service, it ticks all the right boxes. 

Excellent!!” R.J

‘My husband who has Multiple Sclerosis and is severely disabled thinks The Hydrant is 

the greatest invention ever!” I.M

“I think The Hydrant must be one of the best things ever invented for disabled people. I 

care for a relative who is almost completely paralysed  and constantly called for drinks 

because her medication dries her mouth. She is now able to reach the tube and drink 

when she wishes.” D.H

“The Hydrant has to be one of the best gadgets I’ve ever seen. It easily clips onto my 

wheelchair all day and my bed all night. I can drink whenever I want to without needing 

to get any kind of help. For anyone with a condition that makes it difficult to easily 

get a drink The Hydrant really is a no brainer, it changes the way you live. I love it and 

would certainly recommend it to anyone who is bed or wheelchair bound or who has 

a catheter fitted as it really does mean you can get through the right amount of fluids 

without a problem.” D.P

“I am getting a lot of use out of The Hydrant, it is fantastic that I can now drink 

unassisted with something so simple.” D.F

“Simply brilliant and brilliantly simple”
Sir Ranulph Fiennes BT OBE, Patron of Hydrate for Health Ltd
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